Workshop - Part 2

Eden Energy Medicine
for beginners

Empower yourself to balance
the flows of energy in your body
for maximum healing and vitality
I want you to feel confident about what you can do to help
balance your energy, so you are in your most vibrant health
and strongest resiliency. There is so much that you can do to
support your energy & nurture your body.
This interactive workshop builds on the Eden Energy Medicine
for beginners – part 1.

Date
Part 2
Saturday, 21 November 2020

Time and details
Please join already at 8:45.
The workshop takes place from 9:00-17:00
with a common lunch in a restaurant
(if desired).
Please dress comfortably.

Language
English
(if needed, Tove also speaks
Luxembourgish, German and French).

In the morning we will look into our first line of defence, the
aura & learn potent techniques to enhance its function and
resilience. Then we will dive into the knowledge of the body and
explore self-testing and practice the test of food.
In the afternoon you will be introduced into the nature of pain
and how to release pain the Energy way with a large panoply
of techniques for disperse and localised pain. Additionally, you
will learn two powerful energy balancing protocols.
The workshop includes
•
•
•
•
•

Working with the Aura – your energetic Space suit
Using tests to make healthy choices for food & supplements
Relieving pain with first aid & other very effective EEM tools
Learning powerful energy balancing protocols
An illustrated English booklet on the course material

Location
De Gruben Mobayyed
23, rue Mamer
L-8081 Bertrange

Arriving and parking
Bus: line 226 / Stop: Bertrange Gemeng
Parking: nearby along the streets

Contact and registration
To register, please contact Tove.
Participants: maximum 10
Sanitary measures (COVID-19) are in place.
+352 691 55 09 89
tove.thyes@gmail.com
https://energymedicine.lu

Cost
120 EUR / Part 1
Tove Thyes
IBAN: LU66 0081 5140 3200 1003
BIC Code: BLUXLULL

About Energy medicine
Energy medicine recognises energy as a vital, living
moving force that determines much about health and
happiness. In Energy medicine, energy is the medicine
and energy is the patient. You heal the body by
activating its natural healing energies, you also heal the
body by restoring energies that have become weak, disturbed or out
of balance. (From LearnEnergyMedecine, Innersource 2015)

About the teacher

Founder of Energy Medicine Luxembourg, Tove Thyes has
insight for identifying the blocks and energy imbalances
that limit health-minded people's vitality and personal
power. After 17 years of advising managers on change,
development and optimization in an international bank
and a top 20 Luxembourg company, Tove left the Corporate
world to realize her passion and to bring her transformational work to
her clients from all over Europe.

